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kynamatrixResearchNetwork

innovation through collaboration

Organizational Overview
What is kynamatrix?
kynamatrix Research Network is a framework for innovation through
collaboration. We are a volunteer-operated, independent nonprofit
scientific research organization founded in 2004. We promote innovation,
research, and scholarship in the area of interactive communication and
multi-disciplinary collaboration. We foster strategic alliances between
researchers in four quadrants; connecting industry, government,
academia, and nonprofits.

Mission

The name, pronounced “kinna-MATRIX”, is a combination of “kyna”
(meaning “intelligent; kinetic”) and “matrix” (meaning “a network
of intersections”).

transparent, to accelerate

Principles
We believe that collaboration is the key to innovation. It is in the
intersection between two intelligent entities where new ideas are born.
Focusing on that intersection, we research and discover new forms
and methods of interactive communication. This involves rethinking
the existing paradigms by seeking alternative, seamless, and
transparent technologies.

We scientifically research
interactive communication
through the investigation of
alternative paradigms and
through collaborative
innovation. We are working
to make technology more
the collaborative
discovery process.
Board of Directors
Alyce N. Hoggan, M.Des.
Executive Director, President

Steve Clark
Board Member & Vice President

Ruth Marsh
Board Member & Secretary

We hold to the following values: integrity and honesty, passion for
innovation, scientific exploration and knowledge, appreciation for
alternative perspectives and paradigms, charity, ethics, creativity,
intelligence, simplicity, eco-friendliness, equal opportunity, diversity,
family, hard work, and the satisfaction of discovery.
Programs
We operate two programs which work together toward achieving
our mission.
Program 1: Research – Through a network of researchers
dedicated to the scientific understanding and advancement of
interactive communication, we are solving real-world problems
and advancing innovation in the following applied areas:
Communication:
Public Safety:
Transportation:
Energy:

Discovering new ideas at the boundary
between two intelligent entities.
Developing interactive solutions
to make the world a safer place.
Researching alternative solutions
to moving people and things.
Collaborating in the renewable energy sector
in wind power and solar technologies.

Chris Schmidt
Board Member

Skip Franklin
Board Member

University Coordinators
Dan Boyarski, MFA
Professor & Head of School of Design
Carnegie Mellon University

Gregory Abowd, PhD
Associate Professor, School of
Interactive Computing
Georgia Institute of Technology

Dan Schodek, PhD
Professor, Graduate School of Design
Harvard University

William Mitchell, PhD
Professor, MIT Media Lab
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Larry Leifer, PhD
Professor, Center for Design Research
Stanford University

Judy Ramey, PhD

Program 2: Grant Gifting – Through small grants to qualified
universities, we encourage collaboration and the study of
interactive communication in the applied areas of art, science,
music, and literature.

See Notable Achievements on page 2.

Chair of the Department of
Technical Communication
University of Washington
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Notable Achievements
Within the Research Program, three years of planning and coordination
culminated in the successful launch in April 2007 of the proof of concept project
called ResearcHDiscovery “Where research meets discovery in high definition.”
This project represents the next generation in collaborative research, opening
virtual windows between university labs to discover new ideas and
eliminate boundaries.
Phase 1 of ResearcHDiscovery established a permanent installation connecting
researchers at six top U.S. universities. Carnegie Mellon University, Georgia
Institute of Technology, Harvard University, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Stanford University, and University of Washington received
state-of-the-art 2-way high-definition videoconferencing equipment donated
from supportive industry vendors and donated funds from public sources.
Graduate students and professors at these universities now have the opportunity
to participate in face-to-face collaborative research projects. They can regularly
brainstorm, develop and review inter-university graduate programs, and
manage relationships with students and advisors while never leaving campus.
Research labs can also take advantage of the innovative systems to reduce
travel costs. Furthermore, researchers can now investigate the future directions
which this technology enables such as: integration with operations, the remote
sharing of knowledge, virtual personal assistance, and the socio-behavioral
aspects of high-definition video communication.
Phase 2 of the project will connect more universities and participating
researchers. As of December 2007, this phase is in the planning stage.

Innovation begins
with questions:
What if we could order
something and have it
delivered in minutes?
How can we help rescue
workers be more effective in
helping the victims of natural
disasters?
How can we reduce energy
consumption, gridlock, and
harmful emissions?
How do we make technology
more transparent and useful?
How can researchers across
the nation interact face-to-face
effectively without travel?

In the Grant Gifting Program, during a one year period ending July 2007,
kynamatrix awarded a total of $15,500 in support of 13 diverse research
projects at a number of schools and universities. See our website for more
details. Going forward, grants in this program will encourage collaborative
research using the ResearcHDiscovery network.
Making a Difference
You can make a difference by donating either financially or by volunteering your
time and effort. As a registered 501(c)(3) public charity, donations to kynamatrix
are deductible under IRC 170. To volunteer, donate, or learn more, please visit
our website at kynamatrix.org. Alternatively, you may mail a check (payable to
"kynamatrix Research Network") to the address at the top of page 1. (Be sure to
include your name, address, city, state, & zip for donations requiring a receipt.)

“You never change things by
fighting the existing reality. To
change something, build a new
model that makes the existing
model obsolete.”
– Buckminster Fuller

Your contributions help innovative research become a reality.
By supporting kynamatrix Research Network, you assist directly in
making technology more transparent for our whole community.

website: www.kynamatrix.org email: info@kynamatrix.org phone: 206.310.1670
kynamatrix is a volunteer-operated organization, tax-exempt as described in both sections 501(c)(3) and
170(b)(1)(A)(vi) of the Internal Revenue Code, and registered in the State of Washington.

